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About This Game

A Narrative FPS game that starts when several years ago your company discovered a machine which appears to open
doorways that go to not only different places but also peoples nightmares.
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You are hired to explore each different environment or nightmare and discover the reason to why this machine exists in the first
place.

Encounter new and strange environments, creatures and participate in events that will help you on your missions.

FEATURES :

*Explore new places and peoples nightmares.

*See exotic worlds and unexpected places.

*Capture strange creatures to study.

*Solve puzzles and mysteries along the way.

*Collect weapons and other equipment to study.

Let's play!
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right now is very very beta, it needs a lot of work of the developers, but is a good concept.. I recommend to buy this route, If
you are looking for mountain scenery and trains with strong DB's red color. I loved the way that train goes trough village after
village, but was a bit disappointed about the quick-drives low options for starting station. There is only two of them: Garmisch
of Munich. But otherwise the route is perfect for all who likes countryside's train-networks.. Updates to the original review due
to my new PC crashing and I therefore installed it on my old PC (Phenom II 955, R9 285 ITX, Win 7) which has changed my
opinion on it, sort of. (so I'll make this a dual review)

Win 7 box:
It worked quite well TBH, played about 30 mins. and enjoyed it, hence the thumbs up and I also saw that PvP is coming which I
think will be quite fun as you prob. won't get to face the same deck over and over as everyone goes to Kaboopwned. com to find
out what and how to play.

I've finished the tutorial now and I'll keep on playing this, I'm hoping they get it more properly working with Win 10 as well so I
won't have to use this PC every time I want to play this. (that's quite clearly an issue with Unity rather than the game though)

Win 10 box:
The sound's brutally loud - which is what's being discussed in comments, one thing I forgot to add is that I also do record and
therefore the volume settings are more vital than if I hadn't - annoyingly loud TBH.

I can't say for sure it's only Unity and Win 10 screwing things up or if it's that combo and something with that box that does it
but all Unity engine games I've tried on it has had the sound issue and other issues too, so I wouldn't recommend any Unity
engine game for the Win 10 platform as it is... ()unsure if any of them's worked well on it, MechaNika certainly didn't at all, it
was in an awful state and worked great on this box...). Interesting concept, but no manual, poor interface, and frankly it isn't in
depth enough to work at what it's supposed to be. I'd pass.. screen is stuck and i dont how to get of pc. 3D Sword and Sandals?
Don't mind if I do!
Although it is in early access, it is very playable on its own, and it seems updates will continue to come including new modes. If
you like the game's premise and gameplay seems appealing to you, you will most likely like it, especially considering the price is
very generous.. Pixel Shinobi is an interesting stealth action game in which you play a ninja named Hideaki, who starts out
defending his village from bandits and, presumably, goes on to take on the titular demons. The combat is responsive and
satisfying, and there's a crafting aspect as well, for which you can obtain ingredients either by finding them in the levels or by
shopping for them (though, as I mention in the video, the shopping could use some improvements).

For more reviews, as well as Let's Plays, check out my YouTube channel, Gemini Does Games, and if you like what you see,
feel free to support me through donations or Patreon! Links can be found in the video description!

https://youtu.be/Jn9syppYwSA. WHERE'S THE VIRGIN LIVERY...?! >:C
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Pros: Good classic game, lots of nice features

Cons: NO MULTIPLAYER...

Overview: nice small release of a boardgame classic on the PC but what really makes me NOT reccomend this game is the
apparently lack of multiplayer.

It's rather strange how a multiplayer game has NO multiplayer part to it.... Pixel Puzzles: UndeadZ is a game that I recommend
because:
- is a method to banish boredom
- it has an acceptable price
- it is indie & casual
- it has strategy
- it is a good puzzle game
- it has trading cards

Enjoy!. It seems like the physics are not good. The basketball seemed to always use the same path even when I tried to slightly
change my throw. The balls rebounds weirdly in the arcade games. Sometimes, the golf ball travels like it weighted a ton by
rolling slowly and endlessly, other times it flies high like if I used an iron.

At the end of the mini-golf game (9 holes), I didn't know if there was something else to do (another hidden 9-holes? what about
the big boat?). You have to get back to the center by "walking" the whole 9 holes back.

If you really want something cheap to initiate you with VR, download Rec Room which is soo much fun, and FREE.. This game
reminds me of slow paced facebook games. Also anything that has nudity is supposed to get the heart going not keep it at a slow
pace. If you wanted nudity go watch some anime or go to the hub.. bad game 5/5. Terrible product. Had to restart win 10. That
sucked
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